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Children’s Hospital celebrates 20th birthday in style
By Briana Pastorino and Herbert Atienza
Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital celebrated 20 years of ser-vice to the community this month 
with numerous activities including a media 
event highlighting medical miracles and, of 
course, a free birthday bash extravaganza 
for the community.
Children’s Hospital administrator Zareh 
Sarrafian, MBA, said of the celebration, “It 
was wonderful to see the community come 
together to help us celebrate this important 
milestone. The response we have received 
from our friends and supporters over the 
past week has been heartwarming and is a 
true testament to the impact we have had 
in our region as well as to the children and 
families that rely on Children’s Hospital for 
hope and healing.”
Medical Miracles
Pediatric patients who survived incredi-
ble odds reunited with their doctors, nurses, 
and other medical care providers on Thurs-
day, November 7, to help kick off the 20th 
anniversary celebrations.
Mr. Sarrafian offered an introduc-
tion emphasizing the importance of every 
patient at LLU Children’s Hospital. “I wish 
I could highlight the story of every patient 
who has walked through our doors, because 
every one of them has a unique and inspir-
ing story,” he said.
An emotional and touching scene ensued 
as the former patients greeted their doctors 
and nurses, recalling the circumstances that 
led to their being treated at Loma Linda 
University Children’s Hospital.
The patients included sisters Crystal and 
Cristina Molina, 9, of Coachella, former 
conjoined twins who underwent extensive 
preoperative care and surgery at Children’s 
Hospital to separate them. The twins, and 
their parents, Bernardo and Blanca, met 
with pediatric neurosurgeon Alexander 
Zouros, MD, and plastic surgeon Andrea 
Ray, MD.
Former cancer patient Adriana Gurrola, 
now 27, of Redlands, was treated for non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma when she was just 14. 
She was reunited with Jennifer Cruikshank, 
chief patient care director at LLU Children’s 
Hospital, who was Adriana’s nurse when she 
was being treated. Adriana is now a nurse 
herself in the neonatal intensive care unit at 
Children’s Hospital and credits the profes-
sionals at the hospital for helping inspire her 
to pursue a career in health care.
Finally, Hannah Grinnan, age 15, of 
Redlands, a former transplant patient who 
received a new heart when she was only 
Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital celebrated its 20th anniversary with a birthday bash on the campus 
lawn to the north of the Medical Center and Children’s Hospital. Hot air balloon rides were a highlight for chil-
dren of all ages, as well as a landing by a Mercy Air pediatric transport helicopter, a petting zoo with a menag-
erie of farm animals, and fireworks to end the evening.
11 days old, was reunited with her trans-
plant surgeon Leonard Bailey, MD, who 
pioneered infant heart transplantation 
in 1984.  Hannah is now a cheerleader at 
Redlands High School, and Dr. Bailey is 
surgeon-in-chief at Loma Linda University 
Children’s Hospital.
“It has been a calling and a privilege to 
serve our community, and we look forward 
to the next 20-plus years of providing world-
class Christ-centered health care as we work 
together to make every person and child 
whole,” Mr. Sarrafian said.
Community celebration
Nearly 1,000 members of the commu-
nity, including current and past patient 
families, filled the campus lawn north of 
the Medical Center and Children’s Hos-
pital on the evening of Sunday, November 
10, for the official birthday party. Partygo-
ers were treated to free entertainment for 
all ages.
Mercy Air landed the pediatric trans-
port helicopter—which is solely dedicated 
to LLU Children’s Hospital—on the lawn. 
Families were able to sit in and tour the air-
ship throughout the event.
The most popular attraction was by far 
the hot air balloon ride. A full-size balloon 
was tethered to the ground and would lift 
six to eight riders in the basket about 20 
feet in the air during each ride. The line 
remained constant throughout the event.
Another big hit at the party was the live 
petting zoo. Nettie’s Party Pals brought 
ducks, chickens, goats, sheep, a pig, and a 
variety of rabbits. There was even a black 
velveteen rabbit, the breed that inspired the 
book by the same name.
“It was so soft it didn’t even feel real,” 
said Rachelle Bussell, CFRE, vice president 
of advancement at Loma Linda University 
Health. Ms. Bussell was boastful of the pet-
ting zoo throughout the night.
William Hayes, PhD, director for the 
Center for Biodiversity in the department 
of earth and biological sciences at LLU 
School of Public Health, also brought his 
reptile zoo, which included several snakes, 
lizards, and even a balloon-bearing turtle 
that greeted guests as they entered the area. 
Those who wanted to were able to pet and 
even hold some of reptiles.
If the kids weren’t riding the balloon, 
chasing ducks or holding a slithering snake, 
there were plenty of other activities to keep 
their attention. Partygoers enjoyed a multi-
ple-game activity center, giant bounce house, 
family photo booth, and face painting. Food 
and drinks were available to guests from 
Urban Pie, Extreme Pita, and Seabird’s.
LLU Children’s Hospital mascot Luke 
the Lion also made an appearance. Luke 
sauntered through the party, greeting guests 
and posing for photos with young fans.
Former patient Kimie Metcalf, 8, a 
leukemia survivor, led the crowd in a very 
enthusiastic “happy birthday” sing along.
At 6:00 p.m., attendees were treated to 
a movie in the park, “Homeward Bound,” 
which was released in 1993, the year Chil-
dren’s Hospital opened its doors to the 
community.
For the grand finale, guests were treated 
to an illuminating fireworks show.
Hannah Grinnan (second from right), age 15 and a cheerleader at Red-
lands High School, received a new heart when she was just 11 days old. 
Leonard Bailey, MD (right), pioneer heart transplant surgeon, began per-
forming infant heart transplants in 1984. The two were reunited during 
an emotional press conference on Thursday, November 7. Looking on are 
her parents, (from left) Bill and Cathy Grinnan.
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By Krista Miller and Nancy Yuen
Deadlines, multiple priorities, and stress are a part of everyday life. But research is revealing that there 
are simple techniques available to combat 
these anxieties. Loma Linda University 
Health is offering a way to help employees 
reap these benefits.
According to John Testerman, MD, 
PhD, chair, family medicine depart-
ment, mindfulness is being fully present 
and open to one’s life experiences while 
they are happening, instead of being lost 
in thoughts and worries about the past 
or future. “Mindfulness meditation,” he 
says, “uses attention training exercises to 
strengthen the mind’s ability to come back 
Weekly mindfulness sessions 
help employees lessen stress
to present reality when it gets sidetracked, 
promoting a state of calm attentiveness.”
This is enforced by research findings 
demonstrating that mindfulness meditation 
improves well-being, sleep, and empathy, as 
well as decreasing burnout, stress, anxiety, 
and depression. It is taught at more than 
300 medical centers nationally because of 
its positive effects on mental and physical 
health, and chronic pain. 
Dr. Testerman is hosting a free weekly 
mindfulness training and practice group 
from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m. on Wednesdays in 
the Meridian Conference Room in the LLU 
East Campus administration building. Loma 
Linda University Health staff are welcome.
For more information, e-mail Dr. Tes-
terman at jtesterman@llu.edu.
‘Live It’ campaign: Walking the talk and 
encouraging others to do the same
By Briana Pastorino
By now many have seen billboards or television ads highlighting Loma Linda University Health’s “Live 
It” campaign. These ads are just one way 
LLUH communicates that its employees 
and students don’t just have a mission, they 
“Live It.” One member of the LLUH family 
who is living the mission of this institution, 
“to continue the teaching and healing minis-
try of Jesus Christ,” is Dilys Brooks, MDiv, 
MS, MA, an associate campus chaplain at 
Loma Linda University.
“It’s extremely important to live the mis-
sion of Loma Linda University Health,” she 
says, “because it is who we say we are. We 
need to walk the talk. Everyone is encour-
aged to make the time to live healthfully 
and model the mission.” 
So, how does Ms. Brooks “Live It?” She 
inspires others through her passion for life.
She isn’t just passionate about work—
she’s passionate about everything she does. 
Once a marathon runner, Ms. Brooks had to 
change her workout regimen after getting a 
pacemaker. She exercises as often as she can 
and is working at rebuilding her running 
goals once again. She recently completed a 
half marathon, and on Sunday, November 
10, she walked the 10-mile Mermaid Run in 
San Francisco.
Exercising also helps her emotionally. 
She is focused on maintaining a bal-
ance between her work life and social life, 
including her family. Her life is centered on 
spending as much time as possible with her 
children, ages 7 and 5. A vital part of main-
taining emotional stability is sharing her 
emotions with others.
“All my students tell me I am extremely 
passionate because I’m so verbal with my 
goals and feelings,” she said. Ms. Brooks 
admits they tell her she’s amazing at sup-
porting others.
Ms. Brooks works hard to create a warm 
environment for her students by keeping 
an open door policy so her students know 
she is accessible and approachable whenever 
they need her. “I connect to others because 
I am human, too. I know what they’re going 
through, and I try to relate. I use my own 
stories and experiences to connect with oth-
ers. We are part of our students’ journey, 
and we should want to connect with them.”
When asked about the favorite part 
of her job, Ms. Brooks said, “I love pray-
ing with people. Praying, reading, and just 
giving a new understanding of God.” A 
spiritual leader at LLU, she also has a back-
ground in education, allowing her to help 
students academically.
Ms. Brooks is proud to be a part of the 
Loma Linda University Health family. 
“This whole institution encourages me to 
be whole,” she said. “They hired me when I 
was five months pregnant, so they are a very 
family-friendly institution. They want stu-
dents to see you making family life happen 
alongside your professional life. They allow 
me to be a wife, a mom, and a chaplain with-
out splitting me into segments.”
But, the working mom admits that while 
some people can “Live It” all on their own, 
she is not one of them. “There’s just some-
thing about having others looking out for 
you and checking in on you so you have 
help in being accountable in a positive way. 
We try to stay healthy and whole alone, but 
sometimes we really need the support.”
Auction of antique car raises 
$700,000 for Children’s Hospital
By Briana Pastorino
A gorgeous 1957 Lincoln Continental Mark II sold for $700,000 at Bar-rett Jackson, The World’s Greatest 
Collector Car Auctions™, on September 26 
at the auction in Las Vegas. Not only did the 
classic car earn the highest bid at the event, 
but all proceeds from the sale will go to Loma 
Linda University Children’s Hospital.
Classic car collectors Tom and Candace 
Spiel, from Riverside, donated the classic car 
to the auction—their third car in the history 
of the auction benefiting the hospital.
“Tom and I are thrilled that this beau-
tiful car could be an instrument to raise 
much-needed funds to help children receive 
lifesaving care at Loma Linda University 
Children’s Hospital,” Mrs. Spiel said. “We 
are grateful for this opportunity to bring 
attention to the wonderful difference the 
Children’s Hospital makes in the lives of 
children in the community and throughout 
the world.”
Tom and Diane Day, from Newport 
Beach, were the winning bidders on the 
1957 Lincoln, and coincidentally, this is the 
second car they have purchased from a Bar-
rett Jackson auction that benefited Loma 
Linda University Children’s Hospital.
“We are extremely thankful to Bar-
rett Jackson for hosting such a remarkable 
event,” says Children’s Hospital administra-
tor Zareh Sarrafian, MBA. “Our immense 
appreciation goes out to the donors of the 
car, Mr. and Mrs. Spiel, as well as Mr. and 
Mrs. Day. Their contribution to this hospital 
will make a difference to so many young lives. 
The Loma Linda family is beyond blessed to 
have people like them to support us.”
Richard H. Hart, MD, DrPH, presi-
dent of Loma Linda University Health, 
also expressed his appreciation. “The gift 
of the vintage Continental from the Spiels 
and the marvelous bid put up by the Days 
made this an auction to remember.  These 
two families have made a lasting impact 
on our care of children and the services 
we can provide.”
Prior to the auction, the crowd was given 
an enthusiastic welcome by Kimie Metcalf, 
an 8-year-old cancer survivor and patient 
from LLU Children’s Hospital. “Hello Bar-
rett Jackson participants!” She then briefly 
shared her courageous story. “Doctors gave 
me only a 30 to 40 percent chance of surviv-
ing. Well, here I am!”
Tears flowed freely in the crowd after 
hearing Kimie speak. “The doctors at Loma 
Linda University Children’s Hospital saved 
my life and took care of me like I was their 
own family. I would like to thank the Bar-
rett Jackson auction for letting us be a part 
of this amazing event, and the generous car 
donors. Without the help of a lot of special 
people like you, LLU Children’s Hospital 
wouldn’t be able to save lives just like mine.”
Richard Chinnock, MD, chief of pedi-
atrics at Children’s Hospital, also attended 
the auction and was inspired by the events 
that transpired. “Kimie is an inspiration 
to us all,” he said. “She is a true testament 
to the work that our physicians and nurses 
strive for every day. We do what we do for 
the kids, and it is made possible through 
amazing contributions like this.”
LLU Children’s Hospital patient and cancer survivor Kimie Metcalf, 8, 
showed off the 1957 Lincoln Continental Mark II after it sold for $700,000 
at Barrett Jackson, The World’s Greatest Collector Car Auctions™, on 
September 26 in Las Vegas.
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Dr. Rashid Mosavin named executive 
associate dean for School of Pharmacy
By Stephen Vodhanel
School of Pharmacy Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Rashid Mosav-in, PhD, MBA, has been approved by 
Loma Linda University Board of Trustees 
to serve as the executive associate dean for 
the school. The executive associate dean re-
ports directly to the dean and, on request, 
acts on behalf of the dean in his absence.
Dr. Mosavin’s tenure at the School of 
Pharmacy began in 2004 as an associate 
professor in the department of pharmaco-
therapy and outcomes science. In 2007, he 
became chair of the department of pharma-
ceutical sciences. In 2012, he was promoted 
to be the associate dean for academic affairs, 
and fulfilled a vital role in the school’s self-
study effort and reaccreditation.
Dr. Mosavin began his professional 
career in pharmacy in 1986 after earning a 
bachelor’s degree in pharmacy from the Uni-
versity of Kansas. Subsequently, he earned a 
PhD in molecular pharmacology from the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison and an 
MBA with concentrations in economics, 
strategic management, and marketing from 
University of Chicago.
Dr. Mosavin’s research activities revolve 
around several pharmacy disciplines. Phar-
macy management and innovative models 
of community pharmacy practice, health 
care policy, and the role of information 
technology in increasing clinician efficiency 
Rashid Mosavin, PhD, MBA
in ambulatory care settings are his primary 
interests.
Dr. Mosavin’s personal journey began 
across the globe in Iran, his place of birth. 
He lived in Paris, France, in his teenage 
years in the late 1970s and moved to the 
United States for his higher education in 
the early 1980s. He is passionate about 
pharmacy education and ensuring that LLU 
School of Pharmacy graduates care for their 
patients in a holistic way.
Dr. Mosavin is a huge fan of the blues. 
He tells the story of how he was fortunate 
enough to meet and chat with two blues 
superstars, B.B. King and Carlos Santana. 
Dr. Mosavin’s advice to his pharmacy stu-
dents: “Practice pharmacy the same way 
B.B. King and Carlos Santana play the 
blues, with great skill and from the heart.”
Pharmacists from four counties attend Loma Linda University 
School of Pharmacy seminar
By Stephen Vodhanel
A continuing education event for practicing pharmacists, hosted by Loma Linda University School of 
Pharmacy on October 30 at the Redlands 
Country Club, saw attendance of well over 
100 people. Pharmacists coming from Los 
Angeles, Orange, Riverside, and San Ber-
nardino counties earned two hours of con-
tinuing education as designated by Cali-
fornia Accreditation for Pharmaceutical 
Education.
The School of Pharmacy was grateful 
to host Steven W. Chen, PharmD, as the 
event’s presenter. Dr. Chen has been a leader 
in Los Angeles, statewide, and nationally 
in promoting clinical pharmacy services, 
especially for underserved populations, as a 
way to improve patient outcomes and save 
health care dollars.
Dr. Chen currently oversees services in 
19 clinics in Southern California, includ-
ing six sites that are part of a $12 million 
grant from the Center for Medicare & 
Medicaid Innovation studying clinical 
pharmacy services care and its impact on 
outcomes and costs.
On the national scene, Dr. Chen has 
been active in the Health Resources and 
Services Administration patient safety and 
clinical pharmacy services collaborative, 
previously serving as co-chair and develop-
ing a medication intervention and safety 
measurement tool that has been adopted by 
pharmacy teams in clinics nationwide.
Dr. Chen has also led the development 
of a resource guide to assist California 
pharmacists in initiating advanced medica-
tion management programs while serving 
as chair of the California Society of Health-
System Pharmacists medication therapy 
task force.
The LLU School of Pharmacy division of 
experiential education thanks Dr. Chen for 
an outstanding presentation and continued 
efforts on behalf of Loma Linda University 
School of Pharmacy.
Pictured with students, Steven W. Chen, PharmD, discusses the align-
ment of clinical pharmacy programs with health care reform priorities.
Two Loma Linda University Health  
studies evaluate dietary health
By James Ponder
Two Loma Linda University Health studies explore benefits of dietary practices long advocated on the 
campus—vegetarian nutrition and nut 
consumption.
The first, the long-running Adven-
tist Health Studies, recently yielded an 
encouraging finding for vegetarians. After 
evaluating data collected from more than 
70,000 Seventh-day Adventists in the 
United States and Canada, researchers 
announced that vegetarians are slimmer, on 
average, than meat eaters.
The study found that despite similar 
caloric intake, vegetarians enjoy a lower 
body mass index (BMI) than meat eaters, 
while vegans—people who eat no animal 
products—are slimmest of all. The study 
compared five groups: non-vegetarians 
(meat eaters); semi-vegetarians (occasional 
meat eaters); pesco-vegetarians (people who 
eat fish, but not meat); lacto-ovo vegetarians 
(people who consume dairy products); and 
vegans (strict vegetarians).
Results reveal that the average BMI was 
highest among non-vegetarians and low-
est among strict vegetarians. Obesity rates 
were also highest among meat eaters, with 
33.3 percent of non-vegetarians classified 
as obese. Rates of obesity were significantly 
lower for semi-vegetarians (24.2 percent), 
pesco-vegetarians (17.9 percent), lacto-
ovo vegetarians (16.7 percent), and strict 
vegetarians (9.4 percent). The findings are 
scheduled for publication in the December 
2013 edition of the Journal of the Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics.
“There was a clear association between 
higher proportions of obesity, higher BMI 
averages, and dietary patterns characterized 
by progressively higher intakes of meat and 
dairy products,” notes Nico Rizzo, PhD, 
first author of the study and assistant pro-
fessor at LLU School of Public Health.
The second study, Walnuts and Healthy 
Aging, evaluates walnut consumption and 
brain, eye, and cognitive function among 
older adults.
Directed by Joan Sabaté, MD, DrPH, 
professor of nutrition at LLU School of Pub-
lic Health, the walnut study seeks volunteer 
participants between 63 and 79 years of age 
who are in reasonably good health and able to 
travel to Loma Linda once every two months.
Dr. Sabaté became interested in nuts 
after the Adventist Health Studies found 
that nuts and whole grains appear to have 
protective health benefits.
“After studying nuts and heart disease, 
we thought we would study nuts and the 
brain,” Dr. Sabaté notes. “It’s worth study-
ing because as our population ages, the 
percentage of people who develop memory 
and cognitive issues is increasing.”
Information on the Adventist Health 
Studies is available at www.llu.edu/public-
health/health/index.page. Information on 
Walnuts and Healthy Aging is available at 
www.WAHAstudy.org.
Nico Rizzo, PhD, assistant professor 
at the LLU School of Public Health, 
found that vegetarians are slimmer 
than meat eaters in a review of data 
from the Adventist Health Studies.
Joan Sabaté, MD, DrPH, professor of 
nutrition, LLU School of Public Health, 
is conducting a study to determine if 
regular walnut consumption reduces 
the effects of aging.
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Malamulo Hospital provides opportunity for international 
service for School of Pharmacy faculty member
By Nancy Yuen
While attending the School of Pharmacy, Danielle Davis traveled to Africa with Stu-
dents for International Mission Service. 
During her medical mission she and a peer, 
Lawerence Rutebuka, observed pharmacy 
and auxiliary services related to pharmacy. 
“I wouldn’t say medical mission experience 
is something for every pharmacy student,” 
Dr. Davis observes. “A passion for service, 
flexibility in the role as a pharmacist abroad, 
creativity, and teachability are needed.”
These qualities helped Dr. Davis create 
new policies and procedures at Malamulo 
Hospital when she recently returned there. 
“One of my greatest challenges,” she says, 
“was learning to understand the culture. At 
first, it was frustrating to me that at every 
turn when I tried to dispose of items includ-
ing expired sutures, old ace bandages, or 
unusable orthopedic support, I would dis-
cover them recycled back into central stores. 
Instead of continuing to allow that to frus-
trate me, I began donating the items where 
they could be of use. I provided expired 
sutures to nursing students for suture prac-
tice and ace bandages to community soccer 
players for injuries. I also gave unusable 
orthopedic supports to a tailor who made 
pillows out of the foam.” 
As Dr. Davis listened to her colleagues, 
her understanding deepened. “I now seriously 
consider and research ideas before presenting 
them,” she says, “to make sure they are not 
only sensible from a Western viewpoint but 
are also culturally appropriate.”
After graduating from Loma Linda Uni-
versity with a PharmD degree, Dr. Davis 
joined the faculty of the School of Phar-
macy as assistant professor of global health, 
department of pharmacotherapy and out-
comes science. Her passion for service led her 
to return to Malamulo Hospital as a Global 
Service Awardee (GSA), funded by the GSA 
program and the School of Pharmacy.
David Conkerite II, a LLUMC manage-
ment resident, was serving a three-month 
international rotation at Malamulo Hospi-
tal when Dr. Davis arrived. “As soon as she 
arrived, she hit the ground running,” he says. 
According to Mr. Conkerite, one of the hos-
pital’s major initiatives is to develop processes 
for pharmaceutical and medical supplies 
inventory and procurement. “While the hos-
pital receives donations of large containers of 
medical supplies three to four times a year,” 
he says, “many of the supplies expired before 
use due to supplies being packed away with 
no good record of the inventory. Dr. Davis 
has worked vigorously to develop processes 
where all supplies are inventoried with unus-
able or unneeded supplies going to good use. 
This has created much-needed space for 
additional donations.”
Dr. Davis also participates in weekly 
clinicians meeting, providing feedback on 
medications and giving presentations on 
pharmacy best practices. She is also train-
ing staff how to organize inventory so it is 
accessible when specific items are requested.
Dr. Davis discovered that in Malawi, 
pharmacy isn’t well-known as a clinical ser-
vice. “At first,” she says, “I was concerned I 
wouldn’t be able to use the clinical skills I 
had developed in school and practice. How-
ever, I have been able to do more here than I 
thought was possible.”
This includes working with patients dur-
ing Wednesday morning clinic. According 
to the hospital’s medical director, Crisch-
elle Shank, MD, the clinic is focused on 
people living with diabetes, hypertension, 
and heart failure. “These patients,” says Dr. 
Davis, “have little understanding of their 
disease, medications, or complications. 
Previously in Malawi, most illnesses were 
infectious in nature so the concept of long-
term medication compliance is difficult for 
patients to grasp. In addition, less than 10 
ËDanielle Davis, PharmD, assistant 
professor of global health, depart-
ment of pharmacotherapy and out-
comes science, LLU School of Phar-
macy, enjoys working with patients 
at Malamulo Hospital in Malawi. Dr. 
Davis often makes presentations to 
patients living with chronic illnesses 
to help them better understand the 
importance of taking medication 
that has been prescribed, as well 
as sharing the connection between 
lifestyle and health.
Please turn to page 8
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Changes to health insurance 
plans for LLUH employees
By Heather Reifsnyder
For 2014, employees are being pro-vided with two health plan choices, the “Wholeness Plan” and the “Base 
Plan.” Changes will take effect in January 
for employees of all Loma Linda entities ex-
cept those who work for Loma Linda Uni-
versity—for them, the changes take place in 
July—and LLUMC–Murrieta, which has a 
separate benefits plan (see FAQ on left).
Unless an employee chooses other-
wise, his/her existing health plan coverage 
will continue under the Wholeness Plan. 
Employees and their covered spouses will 
be required to complete a health risk assess-
ment and biometric screening process in the 
first quarter 2014. This confidential report 
will only be provided to the employee and 
not shared without authorization.
The purpose of these assessments is to 
ensure that all employees are experiencing 
maximum health and wellness. This will 
allow all employees to Live It—to experi-
ence for themselves and be ambassadors of 
the Loma Linda University Health message 
of wellness and wholeness. 
Employee monthly contribution to health 
plans will remain unchanged for those who 
participate in the wholeness plan. To choose 
this option, no action is required.
If an employee prefers not to partici-
pate in the health screenings and enhanced 
care options, he/she may make an election 
to participate in the base plan. Full-time 
employees who choose the base plan will 
see monthly contributions increase an 
additional $25 for single coverage, $50 for 
two-party coverage, and $75 for family cov-
erage. Co-pays will also increase.
To opt in to the base plan, all employ-
ees except university staff and faculty must 
enroll by November 22. Complete open 
enrollment to make this change.
For university employees, the sched-
ule to make health plan changes will be 
announced at a later date ahead of their 
changes taking effect in July 2014.
Market share for LLUH hospitals 
reaches 10.04 percent
By Nancy Yuen
Residents of the Inland Empire have many choices when it comes to health care. 
They choose Loma Linda University 
Health’s main campus hospitals, the LLU 
Behavioral Medicine Center, and LLU 
Medical Center–Murrieta because of the 
high level of care and services offered; other 
factors include whether the facilities are 
patient-friendly and accessible.
Each year data is released that shows 
where residents within the LLUH service 
area have chosen to receive health care for 
themselves and their families. The report 
reveals the LLUH percentage of the inpa-
tient market share. 
New market share data has recently 
been released.
For the year of the report (2012), all 
LLUH hospitals combined captured 10.04 
percent of the inpatient market share for 
our service area. 
In comparison, the region’s county hospi-
tals—Arrowhead Regional Medical Center 
and Riverside Community Regional Medi-
cal Center—together took 11.1 percent of 
Inland Empire’s inpatient market share.
These results are impressive, according 
to Tammy Veach, executive director of mar-
keting, LLUH. She observes that this is the 
most significant increase in market share 
for LLUH in 10 years. The organization’s 
leadership had not projected reaching the 
10 percent goal for another two years.
By Briana Pastorino
The City of Loma Linda honored Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital with a proclamation cel-
ebrating its 20th anniversary on the evening 
of Tuesday, November 12, during the City 
Council meeting. Mayor Rhodes Rigsby, MD, 
presented the proclamation to Kelly Jackson, 
LLUCH director of marketing, who accepted 
the recognition on behalf of the hospital. 
“On behalf of the City Council and 
citizens of this community,” Mayor Rigsby 
read from the Proclamation, “I congratu-
City of Loma Linda offers 
proclamation to LLU Children’s 
Hospital for 20th anniversary
late Loma Linda University Children’s 
Hospital on the occasion of their 20th 
anniversary celebration and ask for the con-
tinued support of the valued professionals, 
staff, community partners and friends of 
Loma Linda University Children’s Hospi-
tal as they seek to enhance the lives of our 
community’s children by delivering in the 
promise of a healthier future today.”
LLUCH opened its doors in November 
1993 and remains committed to the heal-
ing ministry of Jesus Christ, focused on the 
physical, emotional and spiritual needs of 
children and their families.
Kelly Jackson (left), director of marketing for Loma Linda University Chil-
dren’s Hospital, accepts a proclamation from Rhodes Rigsby, MD, mayor 
of the City of Loma Linda, congratulating LLU Children’s Hospital for its 20 
years of service to the communities of the Inland Empire.
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Anaheim Ducks join with Loma Linda 
University Cancer Center to fight cancer
By Briana Pastorino
National Hockey League team the Anaheim Ducks joined Loma Lin-da University Health in the fight 
against cancer. 
As part of a month-long, league-wide 
initiative, the Ducks celebrated Hockey 
Fights Cancer Night to raise awareness 
for Loma Linda University Cancer Center 
on Sunday, October 20. The interactive 
evening encouraged fan participation in 
a variety of ways including the creation 
of “Inspiration Cards,” recognizing loved 
ones affected by cancer.
“This was the perfect opportunity for 
Loma Linda University Cancer Center to 
reach out to a broader audience about can-
cer awareness,” says Judy Chatigny, MSN, 
executive director for the Cancer Center. “It 
was so inspiring to see the fans respond to 
our attendance, as well as share their own 
stories of cancer survival.”
Prior to the game, attendees were encour-
aged to complete Inspiration Cards with the 
names of those people who, through fight-
ing cancer, inspire them. During the second 
period, there was a moment of recognition 
during which everyone was encouraged to 
hold up the lavender cards in honor of those 
individuals.
“So many people have been directly 
affected by cancer. This interactive evening 
gives the fans an opportunity to stand up 
and really fight back,” said Mark Reeves, 
MD, director of LLU Cancer Center, in 
an interview with Fox Sports before the 
game. “So many cancer patients do that 
courageously. This allows us to remind the 
The “Hockey fights cancer” slogan 
and LLU Cancer Center logo were 
featured on the marquee outside 
the Honda Center, as well as on the 
giant scoreboard inside the arena.
Anaheim Ducks fans held up Inspiration Cards during a moment of rec-
ognition at the Ducks vs. Stars game on Sunday, October 20, honoring 
friends and family who have inspired them through battling cancer.
community that it’s so important to sup-
port the patients as well as the professionals 
helping them in their fight.”
Also recognized during the game were 
the Inland Women Fighting Cancer found-
ers Annie Sellas, Cathy Stockton, and 
Nancy Varner, who served as the game’s 
“Community Heroes” and participated in 
a ceremonial puck drop. The three women 
banded together in 2007 and have raised 
$1.7 million for Loma Linda University 
Cancer Center through the annual Believe 
Walk in Redlands.
The 6th annual Believe Walk, held on 
October 6, 2013, welcomed roughly 11,250 
walkers composed of kids, adults, families, 
and teams from all over the Inland Empire. 
The scope of the event has grown immensely 
since the inaugural walk in 2007, which had 
approximately 1,400 participants.
With lavender serving as the official 
Hockey Fights Cancer color (representing 
awareness for all types of cancers), Ducks 
players had lavender Hockey Fights Cancer 
decals affixed on their helmets during the 
game and wore them throughout the month. 
The Power Players and mascot sported 
lavender ribbons, and the first 3,000 fans 
inside the Honda Center received ribbons 
as well.
To add to the excitement of the evening, 
the Ducks earned their 7th consecutive win, 
beating the Dallas Stars 6-3.
Nursing News blog launches 
LLUH conversation
Contributed report
Nursing News is a new blog on VIP designed to be an ongoing conver-sation in which the comments, sto-
ries, and suggestions of nurses are valued and 
welcomed. Its purpose is to connect nurs-
ing staff throughout the different entities of 
Loma Linda University Health to build a 
sense of community and improve services.
“Nursing is at the core of our organization. 
We want all the nurses to know that we know 
this. It matters to us, and we want them to feel 
supported and engaged,” says Ruthita Fike, 
MA, CEO of LLU Medical Center.
The blog features evidence-based practice 
education, staff accomplishments, updates 
on hospital projects, opportunities to get 
involved, and stories from nurses. It is found 
on the VIP page at http://blogs.mc.llumc.
edu/nursing-news/ or by typing “Nursing 
News” into the VIP page search box.
Mark Reeves, MD, director of LLU Cancer Center, is pictured at the game 
with representatives from Inland Women Fighting Cancer (from left) 
Nancy Varner, Annie Sellas, and Cathy Stockton, as well as Judy Chatigny, 
MSN (far right), executive director of LLU Cancer Center.
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Find music and inspiration at ThankSharing
By Nancy Yuen
In what has become a beloved Loma Linda University Health tradition, ThankSharing is a time for members of 
the LLUH family to come together with the 
community to enjoy inspirational music.
The annual Thanksgiving concert will 
be held Saturday, November 16, at 7:00 
p.m., in the Loma Linda University Church, 
11125 Campus Street.
Among the local musical performers 
will be soloists, groups, and choirs—six of 
whom are students, employees, or friends of 
Loma Linda University Health: Sung Hee 
Lee, soprano: Julio Rodriguez, saxophone; 
Renald Lintong, vocalist; Joisanne Bailey, 
flutist; Chelsi Green, vocalist; and Alexis 
Ritumban, vocalist.
Another highlight will be performances 
by Riverside singer Sarah Horn of YouTube 
fame, who in August sang a duet at the Hol-
lywood Bowl with actress and singer Kristin 
Chenoweth, and FOCUS, an Afro-centric 
gospel group. Michael Knecht, chief experi-
ence officer at LLUMC–Murrieta, will give 
a special message.
ThankSharing provides an opportunity 
to give back by contributing to community 
food banks; admission is free with a non-
perishable food donation. 
For additional information regarding 
the program, call 1-877-LLUMC-4U.
New task force forms to promote NIH Center of  
Excellence in Health Disparities and Minority Health
By James Ponder
A new task force was recently formed to create awareness that Loma Linda University is an NIH 
Center of Excellence in Health Dispari-
ties and Minority Health. While only four 
organizations in California and 48 in the 
nation share that distinction, few Inland 
Empire residents are aware of the impor-
tant work the center is doing right here in 
their own backyard.
Called the NIH Center of Excellence in 
Health Disparities and Minority Health 
task force, the group includes representatives 
from the School of Medicine as well as the 
departments of marketing, public relations, 
and the Web Center: Herbert Atienza; 
Tammi Thomas, MD; Susan Onuma, MBA; 
Kristina Benfield; Lucinda Betcher; Tammy 
Veach; James Ponder; and Brian Weed, MA. 
The task force reports to Tony Yang, MBA, 
assistant vice president for public affairs.
Administered by the National Institute 
on Minority Health and Health Dispari-
ties, the center and its programs seek to 
eliminate health disparities—inequalities 
in health status and outcomes among popu-
lation groups—in the United States.
“We want people to know three things 
about the NIH Center of Excellence at 
Loma Linda University,” says Marino De 
Leon, PhD, director of the Center for 
Health Disparities and Molecular Medi-
cine, parent organization for the NIH 
Center of Excellence. “First, that we con-
duct top-flight research into the causes and 
treatments of health disparities; second, 
we are partnering with community-based 
organizations in the Inland Empire to 
implement prevention and wellness activi-
ties to improve health outcomes in our 
region; and third that we maintain ongoing 
programs to recruit and support a signifi-
cant number of talented Inland Empire 
high school and college students to meet 
the need for physicians and scientists in 
Riverside and San Bernardino counties.” 
The NIH Center of Excellence in Health 
Disparities and Minority Health at LLU 
was first designated by the NIH in 2005 
and renewed in 2012. Dr. De Leon says the 
qualifying process is highly competitive.
“The NIH reviews a large number of 
submissions from institutions across the 
country before making a final decision,” he 
observes. “We have been blessed with win-
ning this designation to conduct important 
research in health disparities.”
The new task force had its first chance 
to work together on August 26 when LLU 
School of Medicine alumnus David R. 
Williams, PhD, professor of African and 
African American studies and sociology 
at Harvard University, returned to Loma 
Linda to lecture on health disparities. As 
Dr. Williams spoke, Brian Weed, MA, 
social media coordinator, and freelance 
blogger Jenann Elias live-tweeted his com-
ments. Their 50 tweets attracted numerous 
new followers and 24 retweets, includ-
ing one to the 56,000 Twitter followers 
of Harvard Public Health. Reports of Dr. 
Williams’ remarks drew approximately 
20,000 views on the LLUH Facebook page, 
27 shares, 15 pertinent comments, and 133 
likes. In addition, activity on the LLUH 
Facebook page increased 63 percent from 
the previous week.
Prior to that, Herbert Atienza, media 
relations specialist, issued press releases on 
two of the center’s activities—the annual 
summer symposium and black men’s health 
fair—that were carried by local, national, 
and international media outlets.
Dr. De Leon says the center’s influence 
will extend far beyond the Inland Empire.
“We look forward to benefiting the 
health status of individuals in the Inland 
Empire for years to come,” he says, “but 
the work we are doing here will also lead 
to improved health outcomes for people 
around the nation and the world.”
Marino De Leon, PhD, director of the NIH Center of Excellence in Health 
Disparities and Minority Health on the Loma Linda University Health Cam-
pus, says the influence of the center reaches far beyond the Inland Empire 
to the nation and around world.
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Malamulo Hospital provides opportu-
nity for international service …
Loma Linda University Health 
Care renews contract to care 
for U.S. veterans
David Wren, MHA, CEO of Loma Linda University Health Care (center), 
signs a contract with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs authoriz-
ing LLU Health Care to provide care for more than 27,000 veterans for 
another five years. With him are (from left): Mike Mahoney, executive 
director of Loma Linda University Health Care; Bevin Geslani, MD, acting 
medical director of the community-based outpatient clinics; and Suzanne 
Schwach, director of the clinics.
By Mike Mahoney
Loma Linda University Health Care and the U.S. Department of Veter-ans Affairs (VA) signed a contract 
effective September 30 to continue the 
longstanding relationship with the Jerry L. 
Pettis Memorial Veterans Medical Cen-
ter to provide primary care to more than 
27,000 United States military veterans for 
another five years.
Loma Linda University Health Care 
provides care for the former members of 
the armed services at five community-based 
outpatient clinics in Corona, Murrieta, 
Palm Desert, Rancho Cucamonga, and 
Victorville.
Loma Linda University Health Care 
first treated veterans at an outpatient clinic 
in Victorville in 1997 with one doctor and 
one nurse. The existing five clinics employ 
24 physicians from the general internal 
medicine department of Loma Linda Uni-
versity Faculty Medical Group under the 
medical direction of Bevin Geslani, MD, 
and 95 nurses and support staff who provide 
primary care for the veterans.
The new contract involves a major change 
in the way care is delivered to former mili-
tary personnel. A patient-aligned care team 
(PACT) will now focus on whole-person 
care of each veteran. The team consists of 
a physician, registered nurse care manager, 
and licensed vocational nurse or medical 
assistant. The team follows up with the vet-
erans to enhance their care.
percent of our clientele is covered by insur-
ance and most are subsistence farmers. The 
average income for many is about one dollar 
a day; this makes it difficult for those who 
must purchase medicine monthly.  
She continues: “The concept of a free 
clinic where you meet with a specialist like 
a pharmacist to review medication, lifestyle, 
and compliance is novel. This would not 
have happened without Dr. Davis’ passion 
for clinical pharmacy.”
Dr. Davis has also worked with Jamie 
Crounse, MD, to not only improve the 
medication adherence in the chronic dis-
ease clinic, but also increase understanding 
of how lifestyle changes improve hyperten-
sion and diabetes. 
“I help them better understand what is 
taking place in their bodies,” says Dr. Davis, 
“and the potential harm not taking care 
of themselves can cause. I enjoy watching 
patients achieve therapeutic goals and see-
ing the transformation of mindset as they 
begin to understand how important life-
style is to their condition.”
Ryan Hayton, MD, appreciates the work 
Dr. Davis has devoted purchasing hard-to-
find medications and supplies in order to 
enable evidence-based practice at Malamulo 
Hospital. “This was instrumental,” he says, 
“in changing pre-operative prophylactic anti-
biotics and H. Pylori triple therapy from the 
medications that people ‘have always used’ to 
choices that are evidence based.”
Dr. Davis is convinced that other pharma-
cists and pharmacy students can benefit from 
the knowledge they will gain while serving at 
Malamulo Hospital. “I would like to see the 
project continue,” she says. “I am now laying 
the groundwork in order to make the posi-
tion in Malawi as clinical as possible.”
About the facility: Founded in 1902, Mal-
amulo Hospital is part of the LLU Malawi 
Field Station. One of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church’s flagship missions, the 275-bed hospi-
tal is the only facility in Malawi that effectively 
cares for people from all socioeconomic levels of 
society; it is a major referral hospital for Malawi 
and Mozambique. It has a key role in educat-
ing Malawi’s next generation of clinicians as 
the primary rotation site for 550 students from 
Malamulo College of Health Sciences as they 
train to become nurse-midwives, biomedical 
lab technicians, medical assistants, and clini-
cal officers. In addition, it is a center for higher 
learning as a rotation site for medical students 
from Malawi’s College of Medicine, and medi-
cal schools from around the world. This year, 
Malamulo will expand its educational facilities 
by starting a surgery residency to train African 
Christian physicians to be Accredited African 
Surgeons as well as having a key role in helping 
to start Malawi’s first family medicine residency. 
The hospital also runs 16 mobile sites with three 
centers operating on a daily basis for outpatient 
services: Malamulo Hospital (two outpatient 
clinics), Limbe Day Clinic, and Ngabu Clinic.
Continued from page 4
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A year of road trips for global goodwill
By James Ponder
A little-known program of the Global Health Institute of Loma Linda University Health is mak-
ing the world a friendlier place, one road 
trip at a time.
According to Bing Frazier, program 
manager for international visiting profes-
sionals, weekend road trips escorted by 
volunteer drivers and tour guides provide 
an opportunity to enhance friendships and 
cross-cultural goodwill between LLUH and 
health care institutions in 26 countries with 
which it maintains global partnerships.
“When our guests arrive in Loma Linda,” 
she observes, “they are as eager to learn 
about American culture as they are about 
the latest ideas in their professions. One of 
the best ways to do that is to introduce them 
to cultural and scenic highlights of Califor-
nia, the Southwest, and the East Coast. 
We use commercial tour providers for trips 
to Washington, DC, and New York, but 
whenever possible, we rely on volunteers to 
escort them to places like San Francisco, the 
Grand Canyon, and Yosemite. Volunteers 
also take them on day trips to San Diego, 
Los Angeles, and the outlet malls of Caba-
zon and Ontario.”
With that bit of background, this 
reporter requests permission to transi-
tion to the first-person as a way of allowing 
readers to hop in the van and join Calvin 
Thomsen, PhD, and myself on five weekend 
adventures with our international guests. 
Calvin is assistant professor at two LLU 
schools—both Religion and Public Health. 
I’m a writer and editor for Loma Linda Uni-
versity Health. Friends since college, we 
share common interests in travel, photog-
raphy, and understanding other cultures. 
We’re also passionate about exploring the 
American Southwest.
The first voyage this year was a journey 
to the Grand Canyon, Monument Valley, 
Arches National Park, and Las Vegas on 
May 2 through 5. That’s a lot of territory in 
just four days, but our six Chinese guests—
“Jay” Zhao Xing, MD; “Jeff” Yan Jiafei, 
MD; “Lewis” Lui Weiguang, MD; “Daisy” 
Zhou Yan, RN; Shen Jie, MD; and Tong 
Xiaomei, MD—were up for the adventure 
and so were we.
The biggest highlight of the trip was 
a wild-eyed, four-wheel bounce-about 
through the towering monoliths and 
ancient ruins of Monument Valley. Patrick, 
our guide, discussed music’s role in Navajo 
culture as we sat beneath a sandstone arch.
“Everything in nature makes music,” he 
informed us. “Water makes music, trees 
make music, animals make music, people 
make music. Listen carefully and tell me 
what kind of music these rocks make.”
With that, Patrick skipped three small 
stones across the ground. When none of us 
could name the exact variety of sonic expres-
sion produced, Patrick leaned forward and 
said, in whispered tones, “I hear the music 
of the rolling stones.” A moment later, the 
only music was a chorus of loud groans. …
Calvin couldn’t make it to the next trip 
two weeks later, so Jason Polanco, admin-
istrative assistant for the ophthalmology 
department, served as co-driver for a journey 
to San Francisco and Big Sur. Our guests 
for this adventure were the same group from 
the Southwest trek, except for Jay and Tong 
Xiaomei, who had other commitments.
In addition to the beguiling beauty of 
the City by the Bay, the most memorable 
moments on this excursion included watch-
ing the sunset over the Pacific at Nepenthe 
in Big Sur, waking to the glorious colors 
of the dawn in Pacific Grove, and driving 
down the Coast Highway made mystical by 
billowy wisps of white fog.  
Fast-forward to August 30, and Calvin 
and I are back for a trip to Yosemite, San 
Francisco, and Big Sur. This time there are 
eight guests from China plus Ellen De Vera, 
office assistant in the Global Health Insti-
tute. Ellen endeared herself to everyone by 
taking the group on a cable car adventure in 
San Francisco.
Our guests on this trip were “Dennis” 
Zhang Lisan, MD; “Linda” Ye Jinging, 
MD; “Daisy” Sun Junxiang, RN; “Penny” 
Ding Peipei, MD; “Alice” Zhang Dan, MD; 
“Fiona” Wang Fang, RN; and “John” Hu 
Jibo, MD.
At Glacier View, usually one of the 
grandest sites of the planet, smoke from 
forest fires 12 miles outside Yosemite 
almost completely obscured the view of 
Half Dome, which loomed eerily out of the 
gloom. But on the drive back to the hotel, 
we were treated to two extraordinary sights 
that more than made up for the poor vis-
ibility.
First, a young black bear bolted across 
the road in front of us at warp speed. When 
last seen, he was running through the for-
est at full tilt from some perceived danger, 
probably our van. When we got back to the 
hotel in Oakhurst, Penny bought a com-
memorative bear hat, which she proudly 
wore for the rest of the trip. Second, the 
smoke that diminished our view at Glacier 
Point dramatically energized the sunset as 
fiery clouds silhouetted tall pines against 
the yellow orb of the sun.
On September 19, the gang climbed into 
the van for another unforgettable trek to 
the Southwest. Dennis and Linda couldn’t 
make it this time. Hosik Kim, MD, from 
Korea, “Mary” Ma Liqin, MD, from China, 
and Ellen De Vera could, however.
Mimicking the Mittens of Monument Valley are (from left) “Jay” Zhao 
Xing, MD; “Jeff” Yan Jiafei, MD; “Lewis” Lui Weiguang, MD; “Daisy” 
Zhou Yan, RN; Shen Jie, MD; and Tong Xiaomei, MD.
Getting ready to explore Big Sur are (from left) “Lewis” Lui Weiguang, 
MD; “Jeff” Yan Jiafei, MD; Shen Jie, MD; and “Daisy” Zhou Yan, RN.
Ready for lunch en route to San Francisco are (from left) “Dennis” Zhang 
Lisan, MD; “Linda” Ye Jinging, MD; “Penny” Ding Peipei, MD; “Alice” 
Zhang Dan, MD; “Fiona” Wang Fang, RN; Ellen De Vera; “John” Hu Jibo, 
MD; and Calvin Thomsen, PhD. “Daisy” Sun Junxiang, RN, is not pictured.
Basking in the morning sun at Glen Canyon Dam are (from left) Calvin 
Thomsen, PhD; “Penny” Ding Peipei, MD; “John” Hu Jibo, MD; “Alice” 
Zhang Dan, MD; “Daisy” Sun Junxiang, RN; Ellen De Vera; “Fiona” Wang 
Fang, RN; Hosik Kim, MD; and “Mary” Ma Liqin, MD.
Enjoying the last light on Lake Mead are (from left) “Ben” Hu Jianbin, MD; 
Yu Yingfang, MD; Calvin Thomsen, PhD; “King” Jin Chengtao, PharmD; 
“Amanda” Yu Shaojing, MD; and “Nini” Ni Shaoqing, PhD, PharmD.
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Reportable Crimes
The Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1990 requires Loma Linda 
University Health to publish interim reports on campus crime activities. Listed 
below are the crimes reported for the month of October 2013.
You can assist the Department of Security in maintaining a safe and secure envi-
ronment by notifying Security immediately at extension 9-1-1 if you see or know 
about a crime taking place.
Type of Crime Number of Crimes Place of Crime
Burglary 2 Lot Lower L; Nichol Hall
Vehicle Burglary 4 Drayson Center (2); 
  South Parking Structure 
  Lot DC
Threats 3 Urgent Care; Medical Center 
  Loma Linda Academy
Disturbing the Peace 2 Emergency Room; Medical Center
Fire in Progress 1 Medical Center
Possession of Weapon 1 Behavioral Medicine Center
Saipan’s first orthodontist graduated from 
Loma Linda University School of Dentistry
By Douglas Hackleman
According to the Saipan Tribune, Loma Linda University School of Dentistry graduate Warren Creed, 
DDS, MS, has just become the island’s first 
resident orthodontist.
“We’re really thrilled that Dr. Creed 
is here. It’s wonderful that he and his wife 
Eileen can join our team. We now have an 
actual specialist on Saipan and [one who] 
doesn’t have to come from Guam,” Saipan 
Seventh-day Adventist Clinic director Ken-
neth D. Pierson told the Tribune.
After receiving his doctorate of dental Dr. Warren Creed in 1986
surgery in 1986, Dr. Creed practiced gen-
eral dentistry for six years at the Adventist 
Medical Center in Okinawa, Japan, before 
returning to Loma Linda for specialty 
training in orthodontics.
Following his specialty training, Dr. 
Creed established an orthodontic practice 
at Adventist Medical Center in Okinawa, 
where he served as director and chief 
orthodontist until 2010. Most recently, 
he was the chief dental officer of Davis 
Memorial Hospital in Georgetown, Guy-
ana, where he also was an instructor in 
orthodontics at the University of Guyana 
and Texilla-American University.
According to the Tribune, “Creed and his 
wife arrived on Saipan last September 30, 
and so far they really like what they’ve seen.”
“The people here are extremely friendly, 
and we like the nice island life. It seems 
more relaxed. I’m looking forward to work-
ing here,” Dr. Creed told the paper.
Dr. Creed’s wife, Eileen, will be volun-
teering at the Saipan Seventh-day Adventist 
School. The couple have three adult daugh-
ters: Mishaela, Ashley, and Keila, who live 
on the U.S. mainland.
Located 120 miles north of Guam, 
Saipan became a territory of the United 
States at the conclusion of World War II.
Statewide disaster drill  
set for November 21
By Briana Pastorino
Loma Linda University Health is continuing its campus-wide disaster education by participating in the an-
nual statewide drill on Thursday, Novem-
ber 21, 8:00 a.m. until noon. Every hospital 
in the state of California will concurrently 
be participating in the exercise.
“This drill will give us an opportunity to 
test various procedures in place should we 
encounter an actual disaster or emergency 
situation,” says Brett McPherson, emer-
gency management supervisor for LLUH. 
“We need to be prepared for the absolute 
worst-case scenario, and intense planning 
and practice are the best way to do just that. 
It’s important that everyone on campus take 
these drills seriously and provide any con-
structive feedback upon completion.”
The scenario this year deals with a 
food-borne disease that begins affecting 
numerous victims several days prior to the 
November 21 drill, heavily impacting staff 
and resource availability. During the drill, 
the command center will be in full force in 
Chan Shun Pavilion. Campus-wide com-
munication will be facilitated through Send 
Word Now, VIP, and LLUH social media 
sites (Facebook and Twitter).
Students and employees are encour-
aged to update their contact information 
on PeoplePortal (http://myllu.llu.edu/pro 
file/contactinfo/) so that they only receive 
emergency notifications through preferred 
modes of communication, such as text, 
pager, or e-mail. Those whose contact infor-
mation has not changed should still be sure 
to delete all outdated information. When 
inputting information, please be sure that 
all details are accurate.
Those with questions about the drill can 
call (909) 651-4018 or, on campus, exten-
sion 14018.
By Larry Kidder
Once again, for the 18th consecu-tive year, Loma Linda University Medical Center has received the 
Consumer Choice Award for the Riverside-
San Bernardino-Ontario market, according 
to Pamela Masker, senior business develop-
ment manager for the National Research 
Corporation’s Market Insights, the organi-
zation bestowing the award.
“Congratulations,” writes Ms. Masker. 
“You are one of only 17 sole winners [in 
their markets] in the nation.” She contin-
ues, “You are one of 37 hospitals that can 
LLUMC wins Consumer Choice 
Award for 18th straight year
claim to have been recognized for 18 years 
running (this number including co-winners 
as well).”
The Consumer Choice Award is based 
on a national survey of 270,000 households, 
known as Market Insights, by the National 
Research Corporation. In the local Inland 
Empire market, just under 3,000 house-
holds were surveyed.
Area hospitals were rated by consumers 
for best overall quality, best image and repu-
tation, best doctors, and best nurses.
An official announcement of the Con-
sumer Choice Award winners will be 
included in a future edition of Modern 
Healthcare magazine.
A year of road trips for global goodwill …
It’s hard to choose a single highlight 
because there were so many. After leaving 
Las Vegas, we visited Zion National Park, 
the rainbow cliffs of Escalante National 
Monument, and the moonlit shores of Lake 
Powell. The next morning, after watching 
the dawn gild the lake in gold and crimson, 
we hiked the red desert to Horseshoe Bend, 
dined on Navajo tacos at Historic Cam-
eron Trading Post, and watched the sun go 
down at Grand Canyon. The last morning 
of the trip, we climbed aboard pink jeeps 
to explore the red sandstone playground of 
Sedona, bouncing like bobble-head dolls.
The final trip of the year found us head-
ing to Flagstaff on the last day of October. 
This time, our guests were “Ben” Hu Jianbin, 
MD; Yu Yingfang, MD; “Amanda” Yu Shao-
jing, MD; “King” Jin Chengtao, PharmD; 
and “Nini” Ni Shaoqing, PhD, PharmD.  
When we arrived at Canyon De Chelly 
the next morning, Leone from Skyhorse 
Tours drove us up the sandy river bot-
tom to begin the adventure. At the first 
stop, red canyon walls sang in tricolor har-
mony with yellow cottonwood leaves and 
azure-turquoise skies. Leone pointed out 
pictographs—paintings on rock walls by 
prehistoric American Indians—and aban-
doned pueblos as our cameras recorded the 
breathtaking scenery for posterity.
The next four hours drifted by like 
scenes from a pleasant dream. Leone wove 
stories of Paleo Indians who arrived in the 
canyon around 2500 B.C. with tales of the 
Basketmaker, Ancestral Puebloan, and 
Navajo cultures that arrived much later. 
At White House ruin, I bought a painting 
from a young Navajo artist named Darrell 
who grew up on his grandmother’s farm a 
few hundred feet away.   
The rest of the trip was equally wonder-
ful. The beauty and serenity of the timeless 
world of Canyon De Chelly formed the sub-
script for the remainder of our visit to Little 
Colorado Gorge, Grand Canyon, Hoover 
Dam, Lake Mead, and Las Vegas.
Back in Loma Linda, we’ve re-entered the 
busy world of the 21st century, but the peace of 
Canyon De Chelly and cross-cultural friend-
ships formed on the trip linger in our souls.     
“It may seem like a lot of fun and games,” 
Bing Frazier concludes, “but it would be 
hard to overstate the impact these outings 
have on our visitors’ enjoyment of their 
learning experience in Loma Linda as well 
as their opinion of the United States.”
Calvin and I wholeheartedly agree. 
We’re scouring the map preparing for the 
three trips we plan to take with our guests 
next year. Bon voyage!
These vivid colors of an August sunset at Yosemite were made even more 
dramatic by nearby forest fires.
Continued from page 9
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Dr. Nelson is pictured with his wife, Suzanne; their son, Scott (far left); their 
daughter, Heidi (far right); their children’s spouses; and their grandchildren.
School of Dentistry alumnus featured 
in hometown newspaper …
household. His son, Scott, is currently a 
member of the orthopedics department at 
Loma Linda [University] Medical School. 
When the 7.0 earthquake struck Haiti in 
early 2010, he was in the Dominican Repub-
lic establishing an orthopedic program for 
children. Quickly, he became one of the first 
to render medical aid to those crushed and 
broken in the devastated capital. In a touch-
ing tribute to the suffering Haitians and 
selfless volunteers, Together We Move, was 
written to raise funds. The chapter on Scott 
is telling by its title: “Some Say He Oper-
ated for 90 Straight Hours: Personally I 
Can Verify Three Straight Days.”
When Dr. Nelson arrived in April, he 
came with a tool kit and helped rebuild the 
damaged Adventist Hospital. Desperately 
needed electricity in the operating room 
required he work with a live current.
Daughter, Heidi, a Phi Beta Kappa 
undergraduate, earned her MBA at 
Harvard Business School. She is now a 
successful investment executive and White 
House advisor. The mother of two, she is 
married to the newly elected senator from 
Texas, Ted Cruz.
Currently chairing a fundraising effort 
to substantially remodel Valley View 
Adventist Academy, Dr. Nelson is sure to 
point out that what he does provides more 
than adventure but meaning for his life, and 
while not mentioned, to many others.
A revealing self-test is placing a mental 
“A” next to one’s achievements and an “S” 
next to those in service to others. The grow-
ing list for both “A” and “S” would indeed be 
long for a remarkable dentist named Peter 
C. Nelson.
Continued from page 12
Stronghold Motorsports Team donates 
$12,500 to LLU Children’s Hospital
By James Ponder
The unit 4800 playroom at Loma Linda University Children’s Hos-pital hosted several big names in 
the field of off-road racing as members of 
the Stronghold Motorsports Team stopped 
by on Tuesday, September 24, to deliver a 
$12,500 check they raised to benefit chil-
dren at the hospital.
Hotshot drivers R.J. Anderson, Brandon 
Bailey, and Madix Bailey signed autographs 
and talked shop with Children’s Hospital 
patients at the event. R.J. Anderson is cur-
rently the third-ranked driver in the Lucas Oil 
Off Road Racing pro lite standings, Brandon 
Bailey is a pro 4 division driver, and 8-year-old 
sensation Madix Bailey is currently fourth 
in the Junior 1 kart division. He displays his 
support for children with health issues by 
proudly wearing the Loma Linda University 
Children’s Hospital logo on his kart.
Several Loma Linda University Health 
officials—including Richard H. Hart, MD, 
DrPH, president; Zareh Sarrafian, MBA, 
administrator of LLU Children’s Hospital; 
and Rachelle Bussell, CFRE, senior vice 
president for advancement—were on hand 
to personally thank the team.
Beverly Bailey, who co-founded Strong-
hold Motorsports in 2009 with her 
husband, Scott Bailey, presented the check 
to Dr. Hart.
“The Stronghold Motorsports Team is 
driven to excellence and success each and 
every day,” Ms. Bailey observed. “We always 
know that our next victory is right around 
the upcoming curve. With this same deter-
mination and purpose, we are extremely 
proud to support Loma Linda University 
Children’s Hospital with our contribution 
of $12,500 to help fill gaps in health care 
coverage for children in our community.” 
In addition to R.J. Anderson, Bran-
don Bailey, and Madix Bailey, other SMT 
drivers include Scott and Beverly Bailey, 
Bryce Menzies, and Larry Job. The team is 
designed as a family-friendly, professionally 
run off-road racing organization.
Stronghold Motorsports Team (SMT) members and LLUH officers proudly 
display the $12,500 check donated by SMT to the hospital. (From left:) 
Eric Ewing, MA, senior development officer, LLUH; Brandon Bailey, driver, 
SMT; Madix Bailey, driver, SMT; Beverly Bailey, co-founder and driver, 
SMT; Richard H. Hart, MD, DrPH, president, LLUH; Jen Cruikshank, MBA, 
chief patient care officer, LLU Children’s Hospital; and Jill Payne, MBA, 
executive director, LLU Children’s Hospital Foundation.
Dishes for Wishes event raises money and 
awareness for LLU Children’s Hospital
By James Ponder
Members of the Big Hearts for Little Hearts Loma Linda Guild are celebrating the success of the 
14th annual Dishes for Wishes cooking 
school fundraiser, which was held Wednes-
day, October 23, at the Orange Show Events 
Center in San Bernardino to benefit Loma 
Linda University Children’s Hospital.
“The 14th annual Dishes for Wishes event 
was spectacular!” reports Dolores Aeberli, 
president of the guild. “We are so grateful 
to Lexus of Riverside, our Corporate Hearts 
Sponsor, for their incredible generosity again 
this year. They have been so supportive, not 
only of this event, but of everything we’ve 
done for the children of the Inland Empire. 
We want to salute them as well as all of our 
supporters, sponsors, and vendors.”
Ms. Aeberli said Angie Temple, who 
served as chair for the second year in a row, 
did an absolutely fabulous job.
“In addition to putting everything 
together, she recruited some of the best 
culinary talent in the Inland Empire for her 
farm to table theme, and the food was just 
unbelievable,” Ms. Aeberli noted. “Martha 
Green, of course, was amazing. Martha 
has served as master of ceremonies every 
year since the event started in 1999. She’s 
witty and charming; she kept the audience 
entertained and presented three delicious 
desserts from her bakery. We owe so much 
to Martha.”
Celebrity chefs who demonstrated their 
talents at the event included: Woody Kerr, res-
ident chef at Kitchen Kitchen of Indian Wells; 
Angela Alce, owner of Dhat Island Carib-
bean Creole Cuisine in Redlands; Anastacio 
Rodriguez, executive chef of Loma Linda Uni-
versity Medical Center-Murrieta; Lee Burton, 
caterer and personal chef, of Redlands; Itztli 
DeLaTorre, executive chef of Speakeasy, 
in Redlands; and Martha Green, owner of 
Dough’Lectibles and Martha Green’s Eating 
Room, both in Redlands. 
Officers from the Colton, Loma Linda, 
San Bernardino County, and Redlands 
fire departments as well as their colleagues 
from the San Bernardino County Sheriff ’s 
Department served as waiters throughout 
the evening.
Ms. Aeberli said the total amount of 
money raised by the event was not available 
as this edition of Today went to press, but 
she noted it was considerable. She said an 
estimated 350 people attended the event.
ÁInland Empire caterer and culi-
nary artist Chef Lee Burton hams 
it up onstage with Martha Green, 
master of ceremonies, at the 2013 
Dishes for Wishes fundraising 
event. Hosted by the Big Hearts 
for Little Hearts Loma Linda Guild, 
the event raises money and aware-
ness for Loma Linda University 
Children’s Hospital.
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School of Dentistry alumnus featured in hometown newspaper
Reprinted with permission from the May 2013 
Journal Plus Magazine of the Central Coast
Peter C. Nelson, DDS
         
By Joseph A. Carotenuti
“ … the only ones among you who will be 
really happy are those who will have sought 
and found how to serve.” –Albert Schweitzer
It has been said that achievements are what we do for ourselves while what we do for others provides life’s meaning. 
History is replete with tales of the former 
while sustainability of the human spirit re-
sults from the latter. In the saga of human-
ity, both deserve equal acknowledgement. 
Indeed, virtues may have their own rewards, 
but it is refreshing to note them in the pub-
lic square.
Here’s the story.
Known locally as Dr. Peter C. Nelson, 
dentist, the efficient preservation of dental 
hygiene is but one aspect of a life dedicated 
to much more than floss or fillings. Taken 
as a whole (and far from over), the mosaic 
of his life presents an intriguing picture of 
a person much more interesting than the 
sum of his accomplishments. “Hard work, 
be frugal, take risks” has guided his life.
Born in Baltimore, Maryland, while his 
Navy father was an intern at John Hopkins 
Hospital, reassignment a few months later 
found the family in southern California. 
Early years near his grandfather introduced 
him to carpentry and his lifelong delight 
and talent with working with his hands, 
including building his own home. With a 
local church group, he began years of pro-
gressively more difficult climbs culminating 
in challenging many of the world’s most 
notable peaks. An extended family profes-
sionally involved in the health care field 
promised a future as a doctor. Thus, to the 
consternation of some, he chose dentistry.
Dentistry, he explains, combines his sat-
isfaction with working with his hands (truly 
a hands-on profession) and the more imme-
diate solutions that often elude doctors. 
Lastly, dentistry allows him to interact with 
people—literally face to face.
After graduation from the Loma Linda 
University School of Dentistry in 1970, he 
looked north to establish a practice. For-
tunately, he settled in San Luis Obispo. As 
happens to many, a profession and home 
life (he is married with two adult children) 
required most of his attention. In addition to 
a busy practice, he dedicated about 25 years 
to weekly trips to juvenile hall, examining 
teeth, and providing the young people with 
treatment. All was done at an “extremely 
reduced” rate. For many, career/family years 
pass with their triumphs and failures, but 
for Dr. Nelson both his profession and loved 
ones share in yet another life—adventures 
pursued with astonishing vigor.
Service is not confined to his office but 
reaches throughout much of the world. 
Inspired by his missionary doctor father-
in-law, he has traveled to about 25 outposts 
in the world. Free dental help has included 
service in Africa, Vietnam, Mexico, Central 
and South America, various Pacific islands, 
and the Philippines.
Sometimes going from place-to-place 
with a local practitioner or covering a prac-
tice for a vacationing dentist, he also has 
established clinics to provide continuing 
care. Last October, he traveled to Kenya as 
a volunteer for the World Dental Health 
Organization. Other sponsoring agencies 
include Loma Linda University, Catho-
lic Relief Services, Rotary, and Amistad 
International.
Not only are his services voluntarily 
given, but he also finances his costs. Some-
times accompanied by dental students or 
local professionals, his wife, Suzanne, has 
contributed her skills as a dental hygien-
ist. Even his son and daughter have been 
“assistants.” While language differences 
can be a barrier, to him “a cavity is a cavity 
in any language.”
His reasons for service are multiple but 
he simply says he’s trying to better under-
stand life’s realities more than is possible 
locally. In the process of service, he has also 
transformed the reality for many desperate 
for dental care.
Somehow, in between a family, practice, 
and volunteering, Dr. Nelson continued 
to climb a variety of peaks throughout the 
world. Mt. Rainier (Washington), Mt. 
Hood (Oregon), Peak Lenin (Russia), and 
Mexican mountains to name but a few chal-
lenges, were preludes to the “premier” climb 
in the world.
An unusual celebration occurred atop 
the 20,320-foot summit of Mt. McKin-
ley (Denali), the highest peak in America. 
Carefully planned to arrive on the summit 
on his 40th birthday in June 1985, severe 
weather delayed the “celebration” by two 
days. In a full-page article in the Tribune 
(June 27, 1985), Nelson is quoted as hoping 
to scale more peaks. Unexpectedly, one was 
Mt. Everest.
Extremely hazardous, for every 120 hik-
ers, McKinley claims one life. For Everest 
in 1990, it was 3.2 to one. Dr. Nelson was 
asked by a team of American climbers to join 
them to brave the nearly 30,000-foot moun-
tain situated on the borders of Nepal and 
Tibet. To the highly experienced climbers, 
Dr. Nelson’s previous climbs spoke well for 
his ability to survive the assault of the moun-
tain. With temperatures known to drop 
to minus 35 and winds up to 100 miles per 
hour, even the most seasoned climbers have 
died in attempting to reach the summit. “We 
were required to sign a ‘no-recovery’ agree-
ment before we started,” he explains. If you 
die climbing, you can be left. It is estimated 
that Mt. Everest is the tomb for about 200 
climbers. Five died during his week there.
Speaking with his family about the chal-
lenge, they agreed he needed to go or he 
would spend the rest of his life wondering 
about the hike. They had learned his life’s 
“balance” required periodic adjustments.
Huddling in ice caves, eating chocolate 
bars reminiscent of war rations, he was suf-
fering from pulmonary edema—with a 25 
to 50 percent chance of surviving. Prudence 
trumped bravado and he returned to a quick 
recovery at the base camp. Not one to waste 
time, while waiting for his plane, he spent 
three days helping in the dental clinic in 
Kathmandu. He returned later to Nepal to 
offer additional dental assistance.
Typical for his outlook on life, when 
asked if he was disappointed not reaching 
the summit, he emphasized that victory was 
in the attempt. “What’s really important is 
that you climb all the mountains in your life 
with courage and joy.”
It is no wonder in 1992 his alma mater 
named him Alumnus of the Year. One of 
three criteria asks that one’s life “exemplifies 
the basic principles of Christianity.” Even 
his middle name, Christian, recommended 
him for the honor. Later, for six years, he 
traveled south to Loma Linda as an associ-
ate professor of restorative dentistry.
In his “spare” time, both he and Suzanne 
enjoy marathon events. A favorite memory 
is an event through Berlin a year after the 
wall was removed that divided the German 
city. Never reluctant to meet a challenge, 
they have ridden their motorcycles to the 
tip of South America via Chili and Argen-
tina and north through Alaska. Combining 
charity with stamina, a favorite event for 
both is tandem bike riding in the Century 
Bike Ride in support of the Best Bud-
dies program for the Special Olympics—a 
hundred mile route from Carmel to San 
Simeon. Not all rides are pleasant. A seri-
ous accident on the tandem left both with 
broken bones. A year later, he had severe hip 
injuries in a skiing accident. Still, he com-
mutes from Squire Canyon (Avila) to his 
office on a bike.
Talent is contagious in the Nelson 
Peter C. Nelson, DDS
Dr. Nelson on Mt. Everest
Dr. Nelson and his wife, Suzanne, perform dental work in a primitive setting.
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